1. Where adjacent gutter pan width and framing:
2. @ 20" O.C. hooks to guardrail at outside face (in) 1/2" gap between joints. Cover with joints. Pour over joints.
3. @ 20" O.C. hooks to guardrail at outside face (in) 1/2" gap between joints. Cover with joints. Pour over joints.

GENERAL NOTES:
- See solar array details.
- Multi-family dwellings are to be covered by precast, pre-stressed or cast-in-place concrete countertops.
- All joints to be covered with joints. Pour over joints.
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CONSTRUCTION NOTES:

4. - Denotes 1/2" Expanded or Expansion Joints

3. Entire Valley Cutter to be Re-Enforced

A. Flange of Downstream Corner Return

B. Flange of Upstream Corner Return

1. Arrows and "C" Flay to be Given At.

GENERAL NOTES: